2nd Floor NEC

FLOOR PLAN LEGEND

- LABORATORY
- OFFICE
- COLLABORATION
- MECHANICAL
- BUILDING SUPPORT
- CIRCULATION

BIOMEDICAL IMAGING DEVELOPMENT

SENSORS

CLASS 100 AND 1000 CLEAN ROOM

DR. LADLE NCBP LAB

CBPN & NEUROLOGY MICROSCOPY/HISTOLOGY

DR. FYFFE + ROMER NCBP LABS

Poster Locations
3rd Floor NEC

FLOOR PLAN LEGEND
- LABORATORY
- OFFICE
- COLLABORATION
- MECHANICAL
- BUILDING SUPPORT
- CIRCULATION

LABORATORY
- BIOMEDICAL IMAGING APPLICATIONS LAB
- HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB (DR. GALLMORE)
- WSRI (JASON PARKER)

INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING DISABILITY LAB

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
- RESEARCH LAB NEUROLOGY
- RESEARCH LAB 1 (DR. RICH)
- RESEARCH LAB 1 (DR. COPE)
- RESEARCH LAB 2 (DR. ELBASIOUNY)

LARGE CONF ROOM
- Morning PubSci, improv, blitz

GRAD BULLPEN
4th Floor NEC